A new model-based method of reconstructing central aortic pressure from peripheral arterial pressure.
We have shown in our previous study that the transfer function between central aortic pressure and tonometric radial arterial pressure can be modeled as a pure elastic lossless tube terminated with a modified Windkessel. We hypothesized, using the model-derived radial arterial flow, that central pressure could be reconstructed by adding the time-shifted forward and backward pressure components (Stergiopulos et al.: Am J Physiol 274: H1386---H1392, 1998). In eight patients (age 16--75), central micromanometric and radial arterial tonometric pressure were measured simultaneously. We imposed measured tonometric pressure to the terminal modified Windkessel to estimate radial arterial flow, with which tonometric pressure was separated into forward and backward components. These components were then appropriately time shifted, and summed to central pressure. We used average parameter values for the terminal impedance, but individualized the transmission delay. The poor correlation (r(2)) between tonometric and central pressure (0.264--0.765) was improved by both central pressure reconstruction methods (generalized transfer function: 0.887--0.974, model-based method: 0.849--0.979). The sensitivity analysis indicated that the key model parameter in reconstructing central pressure was the transmission delay. We conclude that our model-based method was capable of reconstructing central pressure as precisely as the generalized transfer function method, and also capable of individualizing the transfer function by changing the transmission delay.